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Abstract

This paper introduces the anatomy of and rationale behind a system that performs auto-
mated semantics extraction of occurrences of quantities and their respective units from
technical documents. Upon receiving a document, the system produces specific repre-
sentations of the quantities characterizing various measurable entities such as speed,
temperature and distance to name a few, together with their respective units, and a re-
source identifier of the document where the said occurrences were spotted.

The system could be used in combination with custom-tailored search engines to facilitate
semantic search in large corpora of technical documents. By feeding each document of a
corpus to the system, the generated output would contain valuable information that could
serve as an index for the search engine, optimizing results of queries regarding quantities
and/or their associated units. As an example, consider a query for the occurrences of ‘3
km’ within a given corpus that has been preprocessed by the system. The search engine
would be able to return a set of technical documents containing occurrences of ‘3 km’,
‘1.86 mi’, ‘3000 m’ and more representations of the same underlying entity. Another appli-
cation of the system would be preference-based unit conversion, where the end-user can
transform quantity-unit (QU) expressions expressed in the imperial system to the metric
system, or vice-versa.

While generalizing the approach in the framework of technical documents should not be a
problem, the system has been specifically built to cope with documents related to the field
of physics, which inherently contains an abundance of measurements. Furthermore, the
project only focuses on spotting the aforementioned occurrences and attaching seman-
tics to them. It is not related to designing or implementing any of the possible applications.
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1 Introduction

Since prehistoric societies, one has had to deal with tasks that required development of
measure and quantity notions. Early Babylonian and Egyptian records document the use
of rudimentary measures for weight, volume, distance and time (referred to as dimen-
sions in Dimensional Analysis1) measurements to provide solutions to problems posed
by the need of quantifying different entities in activities such as trading, crop production,
land division and other. Before the introduction of numbering systems, one resorted to
using their natural surroundings (lunar phases, sun periods, seeds, etc) or parts of their
body (forearm, thumbs, legs, etc) to solve critical tasks of the time that implicitly made use
of the aforementioned notions. With the evolving of early societies, more complex and
more standardized measurements needed to be implemented. The advances in math-
ematics and introduction of numbering systems provided the necessary tools while the
advent of (early) international trading provided an incentive and motivation of doing so [1].

Scientific research, while not being a direct motivator for unit and measurement stan-
dardization, is undoubtedly among the fields that have benefited the most from the afore-
mentioned advancements. Standardized quantities and units allow for better, more pre-
cise and unambiguous exchange of scientific knowledge between scientific groups, which
makes further developments and research faster and overall easier since they introduce
absolute notions on quantifiable entities. As an example, until the tenth century CE 2,
marked candles were used as a tool for measuring time. There are obvious drawbacks
with this approach: variable wax quality, ambient conditions or marks placement to name
a few. In the scientific knowledge exchange context, this undermined the reliable and
accurate documenting of any research that implicitly made use of the notion of time. In
dealing with this problem, there have been multiple attempts in establishing units and
quantities standards, which culminated with the introduction of the British Imperial Sys-
tem and Le Système International d’Unités3 also referred to as SI base units, both widely
used. However, problems still arise due to the discrepancies between the two. As shown
in [2] there are multiple instances of incidents caused by the adoption of two measuring
standards.

Because of the evergrowing number of technical papers and amount of scientific re-
search, it is both desirable and essential to attach semantic information to occurrences
of quantities and units, thus enabling machines to comprehend the material presented
syntactically, and be able to perform ‘mechanical’ computations on their semantics. For
instance, while unit-related incidents are generally attributed to the usage of different
measuring standards, the ‘human-error’ factor cannot be underestimated. Outsourcing
computations on unit semantics to machines would clearly reduce the number of said
incidents.

1The analysis of the relationships between different physical quantities and their units
2Common(Current) Era.
3Originally, the imperial system was used in Commonwealth countries, but the metric(SI) system replaced

it in industrial,scientific or commercial applications. The US however, still implements a variant of the imperial
system.
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Semantic search is another application where machine-comprehensible representations
of quantity-unit expressions’ semantics are needed. The task, however, requires having
a database of the resources where different quantity-unit expressions occur, hence pro-
viding an index to the search engine. Another possible application is an unit conversion
service, which again, would require the ability of automatically spotting quantity-unit ex-
pressions and accessing their semantics, to be able to transform the representation of
the same underlying semantic entity from one measuring standard to the other .

These possible applications, however, pose challenges on different levels: automated
spotting of units based on their syntactic representation and representation of the ac-
quired ‘knowledge’ in standardized formats.

A closer examination of knowledge representation developments is presented in Sec-
tion 2. Section 3 describes technical details of the investigation of how semantics can
be retrieved from syntactic representations of QU expressions, followed by an evaluation
of the method via different criteria (Section 4). Section 5 presents different remarks and
conclusions regarding the chosen approach.

2 Preliminaries

With the advent of computers and the Information Age, the need for appropriate knowl-
edge representation frameworks became evident. Numerous attempts and different ap-
proaches have been tried, with varying degrees of success. During the late 1970s and
early 1980s, neural networks and theorem proving were the main workhorses for the
aforementioned task. After the 1980s however, formal knowledge representation lan-
guages and different systems exploiting them arose. A notable example was Cyc, a
project assembling an ontology together with a database of ‘common knowledge’, aiming
to enable an AI system to mimic human reasoning [3]. The 1990s saw the development
of the eXtensible Markup Language (XML)4 and XML-based knowledge representation
languages, such as the Resource Description Framework (RDF) which currently form the
basis of the Semantic Web.

There is ample research on unit representation, publishing and interaction. The author
(Cirlanaru) proposes different approaches to make use of XML-based markup languages;
the Mathematical Markup Language and the Resource Description Framework, to name
a couple, for tackling the representation, publishing and interaction tasks, while also sug-
gesting different ways of achieving unit interaction, such as preference-based unit sys-
tem, unkown unit lookup and other. The research paves the way to achieving a formal
unit knowledge base that would change the perception of units, and how they are cur-
rently treated in published materials [2]. A step in the direction of this goal would be a
system able to automatically annotate quantity-unit expressions and retrieve their seman-
tics, which is what the application of this paper attempts to achieve.

4XML is a markup language for defining arbitrary document structure. It is, in a way, a generalization of
HTML (which is a markup language for a specific type of document structure, namely, hypertext documents).
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This section continues with a further introduction of the previously discussed knowledge
representation technologies.

2.1 The Resource Description Framework (RDF)

RDF is a W3C recommendation seeking to provide a standard for meta-data5. However,
it has the potential to also be used for data representation. Semantics are stored in the
RDF syntax by using the notion of RDF triples (statements). A triple expresses rela-
tionships of the form attr (obj, val)6. A very useful design feature of RDF is its ability to
embed arbitrary RDF statements as objects or values of other RDF statements, hence
allowing not only concatenation/chaining but also nesting of RDF triples. This notion
is known as ‘reification’ [4]. RDF employs a modular design and supports extension-
ality by means of RDF Schema-s. An RDF Schema provides a set of different entries
that can be used as RDF attributes. Below is a RDF example encoding the statements
‘si:title(On the possibility of the impossible, http://www.some uri.com)’ and ‘si:author(John
Doe, http://www.some uri.com)’:

<rdf :RDF
xmlns : rdf =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns #”
xmlns : si =” h t t p : / / www. w3schools . com/ rdf /”>
<rdf : Description rdf : about =” h t t p : / / www. some uri . com”>

<si : t i t l e >On the p o s s i b i l i t y o f the impossib le </ si : t i t l e >
<si : author>John Doe</ si : author>

</ rdf : Description>
</ rdf :RDF>

Listing 1: RDF Example.

2.2 The Mathematical Markup Language (MathML)

MathML is an XML-based markup language. It offers two types of markup: content
markup (CMathML) and presentation markup (PMathML), which deal respectively with
the representation of meaning and visual representation of mathematical objects [5]. For
our research, both these sub-languages are made use of. A design feature of MathML
is its modularity. Similar to how RDF Schema-s extend RDF, the MathML framework
can be extended with the help of content dictionaries (CDs), which provide a mechanism
by which the meaning of a symbol is encoded. Furthermore, MathML provides support
for units, with the aid of CDs, thus further justifying its use in the project as a frame-
work for semantics encoding of unit expressions. Below are two examples of the MathML
standard, both presentation markup and content markup of the mathematical object a+b:

5Its main usage is about, but not limited to WWW resoruces
6There are multiple ways of ‘visualizing’ these relationships. One can also think about them as graphs,

where the Object(obj) and Value(val) are nodes, while the Attribute(attr ) is an edge connecting the two nodes
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<math xmlns =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1998/ Math / MathML”>
<mrow>

<mi>a</mi>
<mo>+</mo>
<mi>b</mi>

</mrow>
</math>

Listing 2: Presentation MathML Example.

<apply>
<plus />
<ci>a</ ci>
<ci>b</ ci>

</apply>

Listing 3: Content MathML Example.

3 Investigation and Experiments

The process is divided into two sub-tasks. For each document fed to the system, a set
of possible quantity-unit occurrences is obtained by making use of a rule-based spotter.
The set is then further processed with the aim of extracting each QU occurrence’s se-
mantics. This section continues with an in-depth analysis of the two separate tasks and
with a general overview of the architecture of the system as a whole, seeking to highlight
its workflow.

3.1 Automated spotting of QU occurrences

The preliminary work to extract unit semantics consisted of manually annotating QU oc-
currences on a predefined set of training XHTML documents. Note that ‘training’ here is
not in the context of machine learning techniques, where a hypothesized decision bound-
ary exists and ‘training’ refers to the approximation of the boundary, rather, the training
set is used to reveal patterns or syntactic phenomena that permeate QU occurrences,
which can be exploited for building a rule-based, purely syntactic QU spotter, which is
the primary goal of the preliminary phase. Furthermore, manual annotation of QU oc-
currences provides a basis upon which the rule-based spotter can be evaluated. The
findings suggest that QU occurrences can be classified into three categories (defined as
Type I,Type II and Type III), as introduced below in the following subsections.
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3.1.1 QU occurrences of Type I

Type I QU occurrences are represented by a PMathML ‘math’ element immediately fol-
lowed by a quantity expression, which in turn is followed by a unit expression, possibly
incorporating prefixes, all presented in plain-text format. A small part of the encountered
QU occurrences belong to this category. Below is an example of how the string ‘' 300
eV’ is encoded, taken from one of the training documents7:

<math xmlns =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1998/ Math / MathML”
i d =” I2 . i x5 . p1 .m1”
c lass =” l t x Ma th ”
a l t t e x t =”\ simeq ” d i sp lay =” i n l i n e ”>

<semantics i d =” idp168416”>
<mo i d =” idp168544”>'</mo>
<annotation−xml i d =” idp168832 ” encoding =”MathML−Content”>

<csymbol i d =” idp169232 ” cd =” la texml ”>
s i m i l a r−to−or−equals

</csymbol>
</annotation−xml>
<annotation i d =” idp169792 ” encoding =” a p p l i c a t i o n / x−tex ”>

\simeq
</annotation>

</semantics>
</math> 300 eV

Listing 4: PMathML representation of a Type I QU occurrence.

Note how the PMathML ‘math’ element only hints at the possiblity of a QU occurrence
without containing any information relevant to the QU expression itself. The QU expres-
sion is a following text sibling of the ‘math’ element.

Making use of the PMathML syntax, for a QU occurrence to be classified under Type
I, the unit (together with its possible prefix) should be after (not immediately) the ‘math’
element and the latter should not contain any PMathML ‘mn’8 nor ‘mi ’9 element.

3.1.2 QU occurrences of Type II

Type II QU occurrences are represented by a PMathML ‘math’ element immediately fol-
lowed by a unit expression. It is to be noted that possible prefixes are children of the
‘math’ element. Similar to QU occurrences of Type I, the unit expressions are presented
in plain-text format.The quantity expression, on the other hand, may be presented as
plain-text or may be present in the ‘math’ element under a PMathML ‘mn’ element. This
cateory comprises a more substantial part of the encountered QU occurrences. Below

7http://arxmliv.kwarc.info/files/0510/physics.0510130/physics.0510130.xhtml
8Its text child is expected to represent a number.
9Its text child is expected to represent a symbol.
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is an example of how the string ‘8 µm’ is presented, taken from one of the training docu-
ments10:

8 <math xmlns =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1998/ Math / MathML”
i d =”m2”
c lass =” l t x Ma th ”
a l t t e x t =”\mu” d i sp lay =” i n l i n e ”>

<semantics i d =” idp47168”>
<mi i d =” idp47296”>µ</mi>
<annotation−xml i d =” idp47552 ” encoding =”MathML−Content”>

<ci i d =” idp47952”>µ</ci>
</annotation−xml>
<annotation i d =” idp48240 ” encoding =” a p p l i c a t i o n / x−tex ”>

\mu
</annotation>

</semantics>
</math>m

Listing 5: PMathML representation of a Type II QU occurrence.

As well as hinting at the possible presence of a QU occurrence, the ‘math’ element also
contains relevant information regarding the QU occurrence itself, be it the prefix or the
quantity expression.

For a QU occurrence to be classified as Type II, the unit (not accompanied by any pre-
fix), should appear immediately after the ‘math’ element, while the ‘math’ element should
contain either a PMathML ‘mn’ or ‘mi ’ as a child.

3.1.3 QU occurrences of Type III

Type III is catch-all category for QU ocurrences that do not fall under Type I or Type II. It
is further assumed that a QU occurrence of this type is presented solely by a PMathML
‘math’ element whose children are quantity and unit expressions as well as possible pre-
fixes. The assumption is made based on QU occurrences in the documents of the training
set. In cases where the spotter module classified a suspected QU occurrence as Type III,
if it was indeed a true QU occurrence, it would be completely represented by the ‘math’
element. However, because of the preprocessing done by the analysis pipeline11, Type III
QU occurrences are rarely encountered. Below is an example of how the string ‘kms−1’
is presented, taken from one of the training documents12:

10http://arxmliv.kwarc.info/files/0510/physics.0510100/physics.0510100.xhtml
11Covered more in Section 5
12http://arxmliv.kwarc.info/files/0511/astro-ph.0511100/astro-ph.0511100.xhtml
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<math xmlns =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1998/ Math / MathML”
i d =”S2 .SS1 . p1 .m5”
c lass =” l t x Ma th ”
a l t t e x t =”\mathrm{km\ , s ˆ{{−1}}}”
d i sp lay =” i n l i n e ”>

<semantics i d =” idp288160”>
<mrow i d =” idp288288”>

<mpadded i d =” idp288464 ” width =”+1.666667 pt ”>
<mi i d =” idp288864”>km</mi>

</mpadded>
<mo i d =” idp289120”> </mo>
<msup i d =” idp289408”>

<mi i d =” idp289536 ” mathvar iant =” normal”>s</mi>
<mrow i d =” idp290064”>

<mo i d =” idp290192”>−</mo>
<mn i d =” idp290448”>1</mn>

</mrow>
</msup>

</mrow>
<annotation−xml i d =” idp290704 ” encoding =”MathML−Content”>

<apply i d =” idp291104”>
<times i d =” idp291232 ”/>
<ci i d =” idp291360”>km</ ci>
<apply i d =” idp291616”>

<csymbol i d =” idp291744 ” cd =” ambiguous”>
s u p e r s c r i p t

</csymbol>
<ci i d =” idp292304”>normal−s</ ci>
<apply i d =” idp292592”>

<minus i d =” idp292720 ”/>
<cn i d =” idp292848 ” type =” i n t e g e r ”>1</cn>

</apply>
</apply>

</apply>
</annotation−xml>
<annotation i d =” idp293376 ”

encoding =” a p p l i c a t i o n / x−tex ”>
\mathrm{km\ , s ˆ{{−1}}}

</annotation>
</semantics>

</math>

Listing 6: PMathML representation of a Type III QU occurrence.

Note that for a QU occurrence to fall in this category, the spotter should have classified
it as a potential13 QU occurrence but could not have found a unit expression after the
PMathML ‘math’ element.

13The system applies another set of rules to create an initial set of suspected QU occurrences. Further
analyzed in Section 3.3.
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3.2 Semantics Extraction

Because of the relatively simple syntactic structure of observed unit expressions, a con-
text free grammar has been designed, according to which the string representation of the
unit expression is parsed. The grammar is presented below in Backus-Naur form:

<S> : : = < i n l i n e > | < i n l i n e > <ops> < i n l i n e >

< i n l i n e > : : = <p r e f i x > <un i t> <sign> <d i g i t > < i n l i n e >
| <p r e f i x > <un i t> <sign> <d i g i t >
| <p r e f i x > <un i t>
| <un i t>

<p r e f i x > : : = ’G’ | ’M’ | ’ k ’ | ’ c ’ | ’ µ ’ | ’ n ’

<un i t> : : = ’ s ’ | ’ min ’ | ’ hr ’ | ’ y ’ | ’ atm ’ | ’ t o r r ’
| ’m’ | ’ kg ’ | ’ g ’ | ’ l ’ | ’ rad ’ | ’ sr ’
| ’C ’ | ’ mol ’ | ’A ’ | ’F ’ | ’ e ’ | ’ eV ’
| ’ J ’ | ’Hz ’ | ’V ’ | ’W’ | ’ b ’ | ’B ’
| ’K ’ | ’Pa ’ | ’ ca l ’

<d i g i t > : : = ’ 0 ’ | ’ 1 ’ | . . . | ’ 9 ’ | <d i g i t > <d i g i t >

<ops> : : = ’ / ’

<sign> : : = ’+ ’ | ’− ’ | ’ ’

Listing 7: CFG for parsing string representation of units.

It has been build with the units and prefixes encountered during the manual annotation
phase of the project and can be easily extended with more terminal symbols (in our case,
units and prefixes), because of the architecture of the system (see Section 3.3). After the
spotter has annotated possible QU occurrences, the latter are classified according to the
types presented in the previous subsections. Depending on the type of a QU occurrence,
different methods are employed, with the aim of extracting a string representing a unit
expression that can be further processed by the parser.

For instances of QU occurrences that fall under Type I, hence satisfying its syntactic
pattern, the plain-text string following the PMathML ‘math’ element (up to the following
XHTML element) is examined. For each word, a parse with respect to the grammar in-
troduced above is attempted. If successful, the word preceding the successfully parsed
unit expression string is assumed to be a quantity expression. If the quantity expression
is indeed an integer or a float the system assumes that a QU occurrence is found and
proceeds with generating the CMathML representation from the parse tree.
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For instances of QU occurrences that fall under Type II the process of semantics ex-
traction is rather complicated. The PMathML ‘math’ element is examined first. If the
‘math’ element contains a single ‘mn’ element but not a PMathML ‘msup’ (indicating a
superscript), then the ‘mn’ element is considered to contain information about the quan-
tity expression of the suspected QU occurrence in hand. If the ‘math’ element contains
a ‘msup’ element, then the ‘msup’ element is further investigated. If the ‘msup’ ele-
ment has two ‘mn’ children, the first of these children is suspected of being a quan-
tity expression raised to the power of the second ‘mn’ child. If a quantity expression
has not been found in the ‘math’ element, the plain-text string preceding it (up until the
previous sibling of the current ‘math’ element) is investigated. On the other hand, if a
quantity expression has been found at this point, the system further proceeds by con-
structing the unit expression string: each of the PMathML ‘mi ’ elements that are children
of the ‘math’ element are checked if they contain a possible prefix, in which case it is
stored. After a quantity expression and possible prefixes have been found, the plain-text
string following the ‘math’ element (up until the next XHTML element) is examined for
possible unit expressions. A list of possible unit expressions is generated by concate-
nating together contiguous sequences of words. These sequences need not be longer
than 414 words. For example, if the following plain-text string after the ‘math’ element
is “kPa accuracy). Since the exit is at atmospheric pressure”, then the list would consist
of each of the words individually, together with kPaaccuracy, accuracySince, Sincethe ...
and kPaaccuracySince, accuracySincethe, ... . The reason for this approach is intro-
duced in Section 5. A parse is attempted on each element of the aforementioned list. If a
successful parse is achieved, the system proceeds with generating the CMathML repre-
senetation from the parse tree.

For instances of QU occurrences that fall under Type III, the PMathML ‘math’ element is
examined. The unit string is build by concatenating information contained in PMathML
‘mi ’ children (note that they might also contain prefixes, which are accounted for by the
grammar). Possible unit ‘exponents’ are also kept track and stored. Finally, a parse of the
whole unit expression string, with respect to the grammar, is attempted. If a successful
parse is obtained, the quantity is assumed to be contained in the first ‘mn’ child of the
‘math’ element. The next step involves generating a CMathML representation.

Regardless of the type of the QU occurrence, the CMathML representation is recursively
built from the parse tree of the QU occurrence with respect to the grammar, making use
of predefined unit CDs. Below is an example of such a representation for 4:

<apply>
<times />
<cn type =” r e a l ”>300.0</cn>
<csymbol cd =” EnergyBase”>Elec t ronVo l t </csymbol>

</apply>

Listing 8: CMathML representation of a Type II QU occurrence.

14Empirical constant derived from the training set.
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3.3 Overview on the system’s architecture

On a high level, the system has two major components. The rule-based, syntactic spotter
module is responsible for spotting potential QU occurrences. Before classifying them into
types I, II or III, the module tries to spot potential QU occurrences by applying a rather
‘relaxed’ set of syntactic rules, introduced below:

• The PMathML ‘math’ element might contain a PMathML ‘mn’ element.

• The PMathML ‘math’ element might contain a PMathML ‘mi ’ element that contains
a valid prefix as a text child.

• The PMathML ‘math’ element might be directly followed by a string that contains a
valid unit expression.

• The PMathML ‘math’ element should not contain more than 215 PMathML ‘msub’16

element.

• The PMathML ‘math’ element should not contain more than 215 PMathML ‘mrow ’17

elements.

• The PMathML ‘math’ element should not contain PMathML ‘mo’18 elements that
contain invalid operators.

The rules introduced above raise the issue of defining what units, prefixes and opera-
tors are considered valid. A set of valid units and prefixes have been obtained during
the manual annotation of training documents. The operators, on the other hand, are not
valid predictors of whether a ‘math’ element is a potential QU occurrence. However, if the
operators contain strings that are not allowed (i.e.: ‘(’,‘)’,‘%’,...), they are used to discard
QU occurrences that already satisfy the set of ‘relaxed’ rules.

Having an initial set of possible QU occurrences, it is the task of the spotter module to
classify each of them into one of the three types before passing control to the semantic-
extractor (SE) module. As briefly explained before, the SE module is responsible for
parsing QU occurrences, with respect to a context free grammar, into a parse tree that
can later be used to generate a CMathML representation of the QU expression. It is worth
noting that the grammar is dynamically generated each time the system runs, based on
the existing set of valid units and prefixes, hence providing extensibility if one requires the
system to cope with more (or completely different) units or prefixes. Upon a successful
parse, the final task of the SE module is the generation of the CMathML representation.

Finally, the CMathML representation is wrapped into a RDF ‘XMLLiteral ’ element and a
RDF triple is generated. For each document fed to the system, a corresponding docu-
ment containing RDF triples about the semantics of its annotated units is generated. An
example of such a document is presented below:

15Empirically determined by investigating the training set.
16Indicating a subscript element.
17Indicating a row element.
18Indicating an operator element.
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<rdf :RDF xmlns : rdf =” h t t p : / / www.w3 . org /1999/02/22− rdf−syntax−ns”>
<rdf : Description

rdf : about =” h t t p : / / a rxm l i v . kwarc . i n f o / f i l e s /0511
/ ast ro−ph.0511100/ ast ro−ph.0511100. xhtml#m2”>

<rdf : XMLLiteral>
<apply>

<times />
<cn type =” r e a l ”>19800.0</cn>
<csymbol cd =” SIBase”>Kelv in </csymbol>

</apply>
</ rdf : XMLLiteral>

</ rdf : Description>
.
.
.

</ rdf :RDF>

Listing 9: A RDF document containing RDF triples encoding the semantics of successfully
annotated QU expressions.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the degree of success of the approach, the notions of recall, precision and
f-measure in the context of automated annotation will be introduced.Let S be a system
designed for the automated spotting of a syntactic phenomenon p on a given document
D. Let T be the set containing all true19 occurrences of p in D.
Let Ω be the set containing all occurrences of p in D as spotted by the system S. It is
worth noting that Ω = Tp∪Fn and Tp∩Fp = ∅ where Tp is the set of all true occurrences of
p in D correctly spotted by S (i.e.: true positives) and Fn is the set of all false occurrences
of p in D as spotted by S (i.e.: false positives).

The precision of system S refers to:

prec(S) =
|Tp|

|Tp|+ |Fp|
=
|Tp|
|Ω|

(1)

Intuitively, it indicates what part of all occurrences (as captured by S) are indeed true
occurrences of p in D.

19Manually annotated by a human, according to formal definitions of the phenomenon p.
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On the other hand, the recall of the system refers to:

rec(S) =
|Tp|
|T |

(2)

Intuitively, it indicates what part of all the true occurrences of p in D is actually captured by
S. An ideal spotter I would yield a prec(I) = rec(I) = 1. Because of the intended usage
of the system being semantic search, the most effort has been invested into achieving a
high recall rate.

The f-measure of S is an aggregation of its precision and recall. It is calculated as follows:

fmeasure(S) =
2prec(S)rec(S)

prec(S) + rec(S)
(3)

Intuitively, it gives an overview on the relative performance of S precision-wise and recall-
wise. The closer the f-measure is to a value of 1, the better.

4.1 Results

These evaluation crietria (i.e.: precision, recall and f-measure) are applied to the two
modules of the system. The syntactic spotting module, with a fairly simple approach
(rules solely regarding the structure of PMathML ‘math’ elements) achieved a precision
average of 0.3053, a recall average of 0.8307 and a f-measure of 0.4465, while also pro-
viding a baseline for future developments. With the addition of a quantity-unit ‘database’,
the system achieved a precision average of 0.4741, a recall average of 0.8488 and a f-
measure of 0.6084. Further adding rules regarding invalid operators the system achieved
a precision average of 0.5436, a recall average of 0.8227 and an f-measure of 0.6546. It is
worth noting that the addition of opeator-related rules maintained a similar recall average
while increasing the precision, consequently the f-measure. Finally, by introducing all of
the rules defined in section 3.3, the system achieved a precision value of 0.6479, a recall
value of 0.8124 and an f-measure value of 0.7209. Note that these values describe the
performance of the spotter on a set of 7 training documents, with 283 manually annotated
QU occurrences. Unfortunately, calculating these values for the testing set becomes un-
feasable for the time frame of the research, since it requires considerable amounts of
manual annotation due to the size of the testing set.

Similarily, calculating the evaluation criteria for the semantic-extractor module becomes
unfeasable for the training set as well as the testing set since it requires manual gener-
ation of semantics representation for each of the QU occurrences. However, a random
sample of 50 such representations has been chosen from the output of the system gener-
ated by running the latter on both the training and testing set. Each of the representations
have been cross-checked with the actual unit as presented in the annotated document.
56% of the semantical objects correctly represent the spotted units. An overview on where
the system fails is given in Section 5.
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5 Remarks and Conclusions

The approach seeks to investigate the usage of state-of-the-art technologies for unit syn-
tax and semantics representation, as well as a possible rule-based approaches to con-
structing QU expression semantics from purely syntactic representations (as shown in
Section 3). The experiments were carried out on a moderately large set of documents
containing PMathML representations for mathematical objects (QU occurrences being
considered a subset of). It should be noted that these documents were retrieved from
arXMLiv, containing XHTML (with PMathML) that were automatically transformed from
LATEX by a multi-layer analysis pipeline (as briefly mentioned in Section 3.1.3). As with
every multi-layer system, each subsequent layer of processing modules implicitly suffers
from errors commited by prior layer(s).

An interesting phenomenon that appears multiple times is making use of multiple PMathML
‘math’ elements for syntactic representation of a single QU expression. This might be
caused by the author explicitly choosing syntactically representing QU expressions in
this way, or by errors during processing by the analysis pipeline. Below is an example of
how the system annotates such a QU expression (namely 1 Wm−2sr−1):

<apply>
<times />
<cn type =” r e a l ”>1.0</cn>
<apply>

<times />
<csymbol cd =”PowerBase”>Watt</csymbol>
<apply>

<power/>
<cn type =” r e a l ”>−2.0</cn>
<csymbol cd =” SIBase”>Meter</csymbol>

</apply>
</apply>

</apply>

Listing 10: Incorrect CMathML representation of 1 Wm−2sr−1.

<apply>
<times />
<cn type =” r e a l ”>1.0</cn>
<apply>

<power/>
<cn type =” r e a l ”>−1.0</cn>
<csymbol cd =” AngleBase”>sr </csymbol>

</apply>
</apply>

Listing 11: Incorrect CMathML representation of 1 Wm−2sr−1.

As shown, because of the fact that the QU expression is represented with more than
one PMathML ‘math’ element, more than one CMathML representation is generated.
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This phenomenon gives a substantial contribution to the error rate. However, it can be
addressed by checking the preceding and succeeding PMathML ‘math’ siblings of the
‘math’ element being currently processed, with the number of words appearing on the
text siblings between the ‘math’ elements as a heuristic on whether to consider more
than two close20 ‘math’ elements as representing a single quantity-unit expression. An
attempt following this approach (briefly mentioned in Section 3.2) has been carried out
for the case when two ‘math’ elements represent a single QU expression, with success.
An example presenting the CMathML representation of the string 167 l min−1 where the
power of the unit is in a separate ‘math’ element, is included below:

<apply>
<times />
<cn type =” r e a l ”>167.0</cn>
<apply>

<times />
<csymbol cd =”VolumeBase”> L i t e r </csymbol>
<apply>

<power/>
<cn type =” r e a l ”>−1.0</cn>
<csymbol cd =” SITime”>Minute </csymbol>

</apply>
</apply>

</apply>

Listing 12: CMathML representation of 167 l min−1

QU expressions that are not accounted for by the approach are dimensionless quantity
expressions such as parts-per-million (ppm), the unified atomic unit (Dalton, Da or u),
refractive index and more. The automated annotation of dimensionless quantity expres-
sions would require having machine-comprehensible knowledge about the context of the
discussion, which falls outside the purview of the chosen (purely syntactic) approach,
hence not tackled. It is also worth noting that expressions of the form ‘2± 0.1µm’ are not
handled by the system since the underlying semantic object is not a quantity-unit expres-
sion, but rather a quantity-unit range expression21.

Furthermore, while not being explicitly stated in any of the sections above, the spotter
module investigates the ‘neighborhood’ of each PMathML ‘math’ element. In other words,
if a QU expression (i.e.: 10 mm) doesn’t occurr within a neighborhood of any ‘math’ ele-
ment, it will not be spotted. Moreover, it has been observed that some CMathML repre-
sentations contain power application to different unit expressions. As an example, kms−1

might be representent with the power −1 being applied to Meter rather than Second.
This, however, appears to be an issue of the CMathML generator that can be easily fixed.
Lastly, prefixes are not included in the CMathML representation since the accompanying
search engine hasn’t implemented their handling yet. However, the system can be easily
instructed (by means of parameters) to reconstruct CMathML representations also con-
taining prefixes. In that case, the output of the CMathML generator for a QU occurrence

20In terms of actual words between each two.
21For lack of a better name.
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235nm is:

<apply>
<times />
<cn type = ’ f l o a t ’>235.0</cn>
<csymbol cd = ’ SIBase ’>Meter</csymbol>
<apply>

<csymbol cd = ’ SIPre f ixes ’>PrefixNano </csymbol>
<csymbol cd = ’ UnitSystemSI ’>UnitMeter </csymbol>

</apply>
</apply>

Listing 13: CMathML representation with prefix application.

In conclusion, the research has shown that a purely syntactic approach to QU expression
spotting and semantics recovering is feasable, with a rather small set of syntactic rules
and a modest prefix-unit database (mainly covering SI units), providing a baseline as well
as possible foundations for future work, which can address the aforementioned issues.
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